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 This is one way Exploring the WORLD OF MEDICINE begins.Our body possesses a complicated,
efficient program that operates 24 hours per day in order to ensure that we stay healthy. Kids,
youth and parents: You are invited to participate in a remarkable journey into this world, and to
receive answers to questions you've always wondered about. All of the information within the book
has been reviewed and verified by top physicians and medical professionals. The information,
illustrations, photos and innovative activities assembled in this book will excite your desire and
curiosity, and lead you on a never-ending quest to broaden your understanding and to delve
deeper in to the fields of technology and medication. About the author: Era Hitin was a pedagogical
manager (retired) at the Schneider Children's Medical Center of Israel. She actually is an art therapist
and parents group leader. Hitin also wrote: Ella Asks and Dr. Kassem Responds on Matters of
Medicine and Health (Bar-Or, 1995).
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An importent book for the whole family spectacular!It appears like a children's book but I came
across it exciting and I've learned a lot of interesting and necessary information.! It tells about the
disease fighting capability and the way the medical gadgets and tests will work in correlation to it. It
explains many of the common medical procedures we all meet, which I got the slightest idea about!
Is all I could say , superb mix of graphics and words communicates complex medicine issues and
procedures in ways anyone can understand... This is among the books that I am thankful to
encounter with. Regardless of that, my six years old took great interest in it and I have had to read
it to him many times. Reading this publication produced me understand a lot about the medical
globe, the causes for a number of illnesses and just how of dealing with them. useful reserve, my 6
& The book contains very useful information about the human body (in sickness and in . It is
interesting to browse not only for children but also for the whole family members as well. Highly
recommended! I found it sketchy and badly presented. This book is a real pleasure to read...
Amazing book, helped myself understand a lot about our body in an easy and approachable way.
Highly recommended for anyone who wants to understand how his/her body features in a
facisnating way. The pictures really liven up the text and made my reading experience less
complicated and fun! Amazing ! Wow !The book is full of clear explanations with beautiful illustrations
and photographs.! Beautifully written, lush with elaborative medical information written in . great book
A very interesting book that illuminate a complex subject. The explanations are obvious and the
illustrations are illuminating. The book contains very helpful information about the human body (in
sickness and in health) . Five Stars Well crafted, friedly to the layperson wheather a kid or a curious
adult Five Stars This is a great book for curious kids. but I've acctually learned a lot . World of
Medicine is another course of publication, it is extremely informative, carry excellent graphical
presentation and contains answers and decryptions that I am certain shall satisfy all me grandson
inquisitive questions. An excellent resource for kids! There are many information here presented in an
easy-to-read way. 8 yrs . old girls, found it extremely friendly book. A reserve I have already been
waiting for This book is actually of outstanding quality. I had taken interest in books describing the
human body, which are suitable for children, after my six aged grandchild (Yes! I cannot wait to
read it to him in the coming evenings and watch his reactions. I managed to locate a small book
that I thought might be suitable, but really did not like it much. A fascinating book! Beautifully
created, lush with elaborative medical details written in such method that people in the age of 5 to
120 can enjoy. Recomended An excellent resource for kids! no mistake, as early as 6 years)
started to take keen curiosity in the subject. obviously, I learned a few things myself. suggested
book, must download today! Very nice & Highly recommended for everyone who is curious about
his body and the procedures in it. Ideal for reading on the tablet, but I'm already going to order the
paperback to possess on my shelf. :-)
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